
Snow Is dumping up @ Mt. HOOD tonight--magnificent! A late winter? 
We NEED the snow pack. Climate change is real whether 'deny-ers' 
PAY ATTENTION or not. Will it help us vs. hotter, dryer, longer summers? 
More to be revealed. 
One thing IS for certain ...progressive Democrats ARE discussing 'what needs to 'change. 'Deny- ers' are 
in comas based upon their age, lack of comprehension of science data, inability to make connections, & 
just NOT CAPABLE of demonstrating courage as leaders. I have compassion for those stupid sorts; just 
NOT greedy fearful unimaginative pale-stale-males! They need massive removal. 
 
Thanks for the late invite. However, I am  currently on holiday-- skiing @ Mt. Hood! Fresh snow: it is a 
winter wonderland! I am envious of me. 
 
I will attend the event in Salem on March 28. I question how art work is going to sway the governor. I am 
sorely disappointed in Kate Brown. I voted for her & thought she was in touch with Coos County and 

southern Oregonians' best interests. It appears I am wrong.😕. We NEED clean energy--NOT fossil fuels. 
WE NEED CLEAN ENERGY 21st century JOBS. I am dumbfounded by Kate Brown's willingness to court 
Jordan Cove-Pembina greed.  
Those focused lying thugs are creating an environment for our state which pollutes & eliminates jobs. Is 
Kate Brown a climate change 'deny-er'? Does she prefer to be uninformed? greedy?obtuse? This 
lackluster leadership reeks of such betrayal. I feel sorry for us Oregonians in that case.  
STUPIDITY in her position is paramount to the Predator in the Red House and his demonstrated LACK of 
care for this nation. Are we dispensable?It appears so. I resent this but obviously  Jordan Cove/Pembina 
sees us that way. Lack of leadership is a silent killer, Kate Brown  I EXPECT BETTER from Oregon 
leadership-- we ALL expect MORE from a state that stood for decades with statesmen that 
demonstrated sage 'not standing with the enemy'  
INTELLIGENCE! YOU Kate Brown start representing Oregonians--WE MATTER! 
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